
 May 27, 1985 
NOTE FOR THE RECORD 

 
 
Subject:  Follow-up Visits and Dialogues 
 
The MG (SSK, IHM, SMS, MS) along with SOU (Gilgit) and AE Zahoor left for Juglote area at 0800 hours by 
jeep and reached Das Damote via the newly constructed link road at 0915 hours. The MG was met by office 
bearers of the VOs of the area who later on took the MG around different projects. The following reflects the 
progress of the various organisations and projects visited: 
 
Name of the VO   Das Damote 
Date of formation  17.1.84 
No. of households  55 
Total membership  42 
Savings todate   Rs. 17,301 
PPI    16,000 feet link road 
Cost of PPI   Rs.170,652 
Work commenced  6.2.1984 
Work completed   December 1984 

 Maintenance   Fund created through tax on road from outside village. Rs.4,500 collected 
so far. 

President   Sub. Amir Hamza 
Manager   Ghazi Khan 
 
 
Routine maintenance being done by the villagers twice a month. Fertilizer loan taken twice and repaid fully in 
time. Request for livestock and plant protection specialists training already submitted and necessary 
obligations in this regard fully accepted. Very keen on marketing of walnuts and maize. Marketing loan 
requested to help the VO undertake marketing operations. 
 
 
Kot Damote 
 
 
Date of formation  20.1.84 
Households   40 
Memberships   30 
Savings    Rs.38,000 
PPI    5,400 feet irrigation channel 
Cost of the project  Rs.119,480 
Work commenced on  6.2.1984 
Work completed on  November 1984. However the concrete sarband of the channel has since 

been washed away because of the nature of the flood waters. It was a 
mistake to have constructed the concrete sarband. 

 
However the VI is prepared to undertake the responsibility to keep the sarband operational. The VO 
expressed the same interest in specialist training and marketing as Das Damote. A request was made by the 
VO office bearers for award of land development implements since they had fulfilled all the conditions much 
before December 31, 1984. Two sets of implements should be given to them. Amir Hamza, Chairman of the 
UC is the President of the Organization and Mr. Rafiq is the Manager. 
 
Waziri Mohallah 
 



 
Date of formation  21.1.1984 
No. of households  30 
Total memberships  37 
Savings    Rs.42,680 
PPI    5,500 feet irrigation channel 
Cost of the project  Rs.106,109 
Work commenced  6.2.1984 
Work completed   September 1984 
 
Their interest in village specialist training and marketing is the same as of the other VOs of the area. There is 
only one livestock specialist trained and outbreak of diseases has been reported from the pastures. Dr. Babul 
and Dr. Farman may look into it. The completion of the project would provide irrigation water for additional 125 
acres of land. The VO President is Sub. Jamal Khan and the Manager is Jehangir and the plant protection 
specialist Shahzad Khan. 
 
Das Manote 
 
Total households  60 
Total memberships  45 
Savings    Rs.8,000 
PPI    13,800 feet irrigation channel 
Cost of the project  Rs.77,062 
Date of commencement  8.2.1985 
 
The channel is completed in all respects except the sarband which would not be cemented because of the 
erratic water level. The VO has decided to postpone the cement works till the behaviour of the nallah is fully 
studied. The channel has already provided irrigation water for 80 acres of additional lands. Their interest in 
training and marketing is at the same levels as of others. Their office bearers are Abdul Qayyum,, President 
and M. Ayub Manager. 
 
Shahote 
 
Date of formation   January 1984 
Households    78 
Total membership   47 
Savings     Rs. 38,400 
PPI project    9,000 feet irrigation channel at a total cost of Rs.151,876 
Date of commencement   February 6, 1984 
 
The channel is providing irrigation water for 62 acres of new land. The VO has also applied for land 
development loan. its Manager Younis Khan is also the supervisor. Dildar Shah is the President of the 
organisation. 
 
Barmas 
 
No. of households   60 
Total memberships   50 
Savings     Rs.15,300 
PPI project    26,120 feet irrigation channel at a total cost of Rs.126,408 
Work commenced on   4.1.1985 
Work completed on   15.5.85 with 50 persons on an average working every day. 
 
This is a beautifully executed work and KJ should pay a visit to make a video. The completion of the channel 



is likely to bring an additional 200 acres land under irrigation. They also expressed a keen desire to participate 
fully in the advance package of AKRSP. Said Mohammad Khan is the President and Mr. Anwar the Manager. 
Qadam Khan was presented to the MG as the main architect and engineer of the Barmas irrigation channel. 
SO may consider writing a profile on Qadar Khan for Ujala. Barmas is also the home of Mulvi Moosa who has 
been extremely helpful in popularising the programme in the area. 
 
In the discussion with the MG, the following additional proposals were mooted: 
 
Bargin link road, Das Damote channel, Deo Danardas, Kashot and Falkin PPis. 
 
The SOU was asked to help the VOs in survey of their second PPIs to be funded either through loans or 
grants to be obtained by the VOs from local councilors. 
 
Damote Sai valley is very picturesque area and all the villagers are closely knit together. It seems to present a 
great potential for marketing. The former Commissioner had visited Bargin with the GM during the third 
dialogue and had promised construction of a link road for the village. The villagers requested SSK to bring the 
Commissioner again for getting the promise fulfilled. 
 
On return from Damote Sai, the MG passed on the Kashmiri Mohallah link road on which repair work has not 
as yet been started. SO (Gilgit) to please contact the office bearers and Rasul Mir to expedite the matter. 
 
The MG next stopped at Saeedabad Danyore where about 30 members of the organisation along with 
Ghulam Mohammad, Supervisor of the area met the MG. The following information was given: 
 
Formation of the organisation  February 1984 
Nu. of households    51 
Total membership    51 
Meetings held      Saturdays at 1600 hours 
Savings      Rs.23,135 
Project identified     Link road 
 
Proceedings of the dialogue commenced with a speech by the Manager of the organisation who commended 
the methodology of AKRSP and recounted the benefits of the organisation has got so far through 
collaboration with AKRSP in getting credit and in prevention of losses. He stated the construction of the link 
road would enable the members to reap greater benefits in terms of use of tractors and thresher, marketing of 
produce besides travelling benefits. He promised to keep the VO alive even if the PPI was not sanctioned. 
 
The PPI grant for the 6,900 feet long and 10 feet wide road with 20 culverts at Rs.57,305 including labour 
charge of Rs.40,000 was agreed. The cheque representing the first instalment of Rs.11,481 was given to the 
Manager as desired by the VO members by IHM, after SMS had explained the methodology of payment and 
the terms of partnership. 
 
The MG returned to Gilgit at 1400 hours. 
 
May 28, 1985 
 
The MG (SSK, SMS) along with Zahoor, AE and Mehreen Husain of Imperial College, London left by road at 
0800 hours and reached Minapin in an hour and a half. Since SO Nagar was expecting the group by 
helicopter, he and the VO members were found waiting near the project site. The MG inspected the project 
under construction which is expected to bring spring irrigation water for orchards and crops in partial 
replacement of the glacier water which injures the soil fertility. After a rather precarious descent along the 
channel alignment and the under-construction aquaduct on the nallah, the MG held discussions with the 
members present. In vies of the change in design, the GM agreed to provide an additional Rs.5,000 to replace 
the wooden aquaduct with concrete.Since its last visit in late March, the VO had increased its membership by 



20 to 110 and its savings by Rs.1,000 to Rs.14,000. They have also responded positively to the advanced 
package but some members still had reservations about getting animals vaccinated as a preventive measure. 
A lively discussion took place on the subject. An interesting bit of information given was that people opposing 
the proposal who had no animals of their own. Ultimately the consensus emerged in favour of vaccination. 
The livestock specialist Rajab Ali undertook to provide the services to the satisfaction of the members. Ali 
Raza the Plant Protection Specialist was reported to be doing his job well and pesticide against onions seems 
to have been quite effective and popular. The VO is also planning to do marketing. 
 
The President Nabeel and the Manager Muzaffar Hussain mentioned about the dispute with Miacher on 
ownership of pasture land and requested for the DC's intercession on their behalf. Mohammad Ali, Member 
UC assured full cooperation with the VO in identification and implementation of projects funded by local 
government. SOU should help the member in preparing cost estimates of such projects after necessary 
survey. 
 
At Pissan the VO members were busy in constructing the Imam Bara for which they have already 
accumulated material worth Rs. 300,000 and that was the reason they gave for the meagre increase in their 
savings by Rs.61 to Rs.17,661 since MG's last visit. Their trained village specialists have been utilised only by 
the office bearers - the other members are waiting for the demonstration effect. The VO has repaid its fertiliser 
loan ahead on the due date. They are planning to take marketing loan. The meeting which was held on a 
huge rock under the walnut tree dispersed and the members resumed their labour at the Imam Bara. It is a 
magnificent building they are constructing. SMS thought it to be a big NAWO project. 
 
At Ghulmit nearly 70 members of Bala and Payeen had assembled. The savings of Bala had shot upto 
Rs.37,000 from half that amount two months ago. The explanation was completion of their irrigation project 
(started November 1984 and completed April 1985) and depositing of the last instalment in their savings. 
Work on the project had commenced in November 1984 and completed by early 1985. Of the new land to be 
developed, portions have been demarcated for development of crops, forests and pastures. The performance 
of plant protection specialist Ehsan Ali was rated as excellent and a request was made to issue him a power 
pump sprayer for demonstration purposes. ZA/IHM may please obtain a power sprayer from Agriculture 
Department if available otherwise purchase one for the training centre and issue it to Ehsan Ali. 
 
However the performance of the livestock specialist came under severe criticism. Of the Rs.3,500 worth of 
vaccines etc., brought by him only R. 200 worth of medicines have been expanded. He accused the members 
of non-cooperation and tendered his resignation. The Manager attributed the fiasco to wrong selection of the 
person. SSK advised the VO to sort out the matter in their meeting otherwise AKRSP would be left with no 
choice but to withdraw from partnership in this regard. 
 
On the other hand the Payeen Manager gave a very good account of the performance of their livestock 
specialist which made the Bala members feel even more sheepish. He also reported the completion of their 
irrigation channel, started in November 1984, completed in May 1985 and accumulation of Rs.26,000 as their 
savings, which they hoped to further increase on receipt of the fourth instalment. The Payeen VO is also 
planning to have joint marketing with VOs Minapin, Bala and Masoot. Pissan has expressed a desire to do 
marketing separately. Muzaffar Hussain of Mainapin, who was also present, supported Payeen's idea of joint 
marketing. 
 
Lastly the MG stopped over in Khanabad where it was greeted by over 100 members out of 153, representing 
110 households. Their accumulated savings stood at Rs.52,299 and their irrigation channel was completed 
some time ago at a cost of Rs.150,000. The plant protection specialist Arab Khan requested for 50 kg of 
pesticides to counter the pest attack and undertook to pay the cost within a month. ZA/IHM to please ensure 
supply requested. The Manager was asked to deposit the sale proceeds of pesticides taken by VO on 
deferred payment from training centre stocks.  The livestock specialist also gave a very satisfactory account of 
his performance. The VO is planning for marketing and has also applied for land development loan. It has 
already fully repaid its current fertilizer loan of Rs.14,255. 
 



The MG returned to Gilgit at 1430 hours. 
 


